
Introduction

More and more people worldwide choose contact 
lenses (ocular prosthetic devices) instead of spectacles, 
due to various reasons like aesthetics, cosmetics and 
optical reasons, which directly affect people’s life quality. 

Contact lenses can provide better peripheral vision, and 
do not collect moisture, there is also no need to worry 
about the compatibility with glasses. 

Contact lens manufacture continues to grow with its high 
demand worldwide. Moulding technique makes automated 
production of contact lenses possible, and significantly 
reduces the lens production time, particularly for the 
freeform lens production.
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Importance of contact lens mould 
measurement and its key parameters

Quality control of contact lens moulds is very important 
for lens development and production, because the quality 
of the thin and soft material lenses is mainly dependent 
on the lens mould. Contact lens has different types of 
surfaces like spheric, aspheric and Freeform surfaces, for 
meeting the requirements of various types of optic error 
corrections, to have the maximum vision correction. 

Freeform contact lenses are increasing now because of the optical and functional reasons. Freeform surface measurements 
are always challenging topic for metrologists. Precise measurement of freeform lens mould is becoming even more challenging 
for metrologists, seeking to optimise the complete process chain in an industrial environment. This is because not only the 
Freeform surface needed to be evaluated, but also its relationship to the periphery of the mould, which are almost impossible 
to obtain for conventional metrology tools, due to the lack of references in freeform moulds and inflexibility of the instrument. 
The Freeform surface manufacturing accuracy is continuously improving, the surface form error can be down to sub ums, and 
therefore the tolerances are getting tighter in the lens mould industry. 

The lens surface form is the key factor for optic error corrections, which is crucial for the quality control of contact lenses. For a 
Freeform lens mould used in the contact lens mould industries such as for a rotational asymmetric lens mould. Freeform surface 
form error and its absolute position error to the mould mounting shafts are important parameters because they are directly 
reflected in the surface form of contact lens. These factors affect the quality of vision correction.

Figure 2 - Mould manufacturing 

Figure 1 - Contact lens
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Measurement techniques

In order to meet the requirements of contact lens mould industry, a fast, accurate 3D non-contact measurement technique 
with large slope measurement capability and flexibility is desired.

Contact measurement techniques are used by most lens mould industries for quality control of the lens mould. These kinds of 
measurement lack of flexibility for checking relationships between the axes, such as the absolute position error of the freeform 
lens mould to its mounting shafts, Non-contact techniques such as CSI (coherence scanning interferometry), are not suitable 
for contact lens mould measurement, due to the limitations of slope measurement for the objective lens. For scanning confocal 
microscopy, although the surface slope capability is much improved in comparison to CSI; its limited vertical range, long 
measurement time excludes it from contact lens mould applications.

Advanced optical metrology tool for lens mold (LUPHOScan platform)

The LUPHOScan platform is a patented interferometric scanning metrology system based on multi-wavelength 
interferometry (MWLI®). The systems are designed to perform precise non-contact 3D form measurements, mainly of 
rotationally symmetric surfaces such as aspheric lenses.

The system is based on a combination of scanning four-axis geometry and a non-contact interferometric (MWLI®) probe. 
The basic principle for measuring the 3D form error of spherical, aspheric or other rotational objects, is that the probe is 
guided in a programmed curve over the surface of the object such that the distance between the probe and the object is 
kept constant and the probe is always presented perpendicular to the surface of the object. The absolute measurement 
capability of the MWLI® sensor technology makes its function flexible, even catering for surface measurements such as 
segmented objects as it allows for interrupted beams.

The scanning process is accomplished by means of a MWLI® point sensor, its position being controlled by 2 precise linear 
stages and 1 precise rotary stage. The MWLI® point sensor continuously measures the distance to the object surface by 
following a programmed curve, while the object is rotated on a high precision air bearing spindle, so as to perform a spiral 
scan over the whole surface. As a result real 3D topography can be obtained quickly (normally in a few minutes) to reveal 
the true surface form error from the designed shape and the defects of the object surface.

Figure 3 - LUPHOScan 260 HD System

Benefits of LUPHOScan measurement

3D

Non-contact

Super fast

High accuracy

Function flexible
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Figure 4 - Reference frame and layout of 
probe stages (R, Z, T) and object stage (C)

Figure 5 - Movement of the LUPHOScan object sensor

Metrology frame

• 4 axis geometry:

 - 2 linear roller bearing stages    
(R, Z - positioning of the probe)

 - 1 rotational roller bearing stage    
(T - tilt of the probe)

 - 1 rotational air bearing stage    
(C - rotation of the object)

• Independent metrology frame to compensate 
for axial errors in the principal plane

• 3 reference probes determine the position of 
the object probe within the reference frame

• Temperature compensation

Scanning point measurement

• Spiral scan

• Probe presented normal, equidistant to the 
measurement surface

• Probe follows the designed curve while 
measuring the distance to the object surface

Non-contact 3D topography 
measurement for rotational parts

• Applications – optimized for rotationally 
symmetric parts; can also handle some 
complex shapes like axicon, segmented, 
annular and asphero-diffractive lenses and 
slight free form parts

• Form measurement accuracy - ± 50 nm (2σ) 
over the whole measurement range

• Absolute measurement - flexible functions

• Measurement range - 1 mm to 600 mm (dia.)

• Maximum slope - up to 90° for convex lens and 
65° for concave lens

• Materials - capable of measuring various 
materials and surface finishes

C-axis

Object

One 
rotary 

reference 
stage

Object 
probe

Two linear 
reference 

stages
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Freeform surface measurements (LUPHOScan)

When measure rotationally symmetric surfaces, the object probe is kept 
normal to the sample surface and is also travelled (moved and tilted) in the 
Z-R-plane according to the design shape, while the object is rotated on an air 
bearing spindle. 

when measure rotationally asymmetric surfaces. the probe cannot be always 
presented normal to the surface due to tangential slopes on the asymmetric 
surface, but the numerical aperture of the probe is exploited as it cannot 
be tilted in Z-Y plane. Based on the imported design freeform surface, the 
software optimizes the trajectory and ensure the object probe has minimal 
misalignment from ‘normal to surface’ during the rotation of the sample in 
short measurement time.

Measurement 

• Assisted sample alignment for ease of use

• Probe movement optimized for minimal unidirectional slopes

• Compensated position error (due to misalignment)

• Probe follows height variation of object surface

Angular acceptance range of probe 

• Tolerable tangential slopes: 

 - Standard probe: ±5° (work dist. 2.7 mm)

 - HNA probe: ±~9° (work dist. 1.3 mm)

• Radial slopes still can be: 90° (convex), 65° (concave)

Figure 7 - Off-axis parabolic surface

Figure 6 - Object probe 
movement capabilities

Figure 8 - Toric surface 

Applications (unlimited surface types)

Complex rotational symmetric and rotational asymmetric surfaces

Bi-conic (A-)cylinder

Polynomial Toric parts

Off-axis parts Others
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Loading a SAG table

All Freeform surface design can be made by only loading a SAG table in the software

Directly import the design data of Toric, Biconic surfaces

Freeform surface design import in the software

All Freeform surface design data can be easily imported in the software by loading a SAG table; some freeform surfaces 
like Toric, Biconc and off-axis asphere, the surface design data can be directly imported like doing a normal aspheric lens. 
In addition, fully automatic  multi-zone surface measurements can be made in a single shot 

1

3

1

3

2

4

2

4

Directly typing the design data 
in the software like doing an 
aspheric surface 

Information for deciding its 
measurability and selecting the 
suitable probe 

Figure 9 - An example of SAG table importing

Figure 10 - An example of importing a Toric surface design data 
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Case study

In this note, a concave freeform lens mould was tested using a  LUPHOScan system, with an about 10 mm clear aperture. 
The tests were made by using the Freeform module in LUPHOScan software. The form error of the freeform surface and 
its absolute correlation to the mountings were measured.

Freeform optical surface form measurement results

The surface of the freeform surface mould is rotationally 
asymmetric, but can be easily measured by LUPHOScan. 

With having the mathematic description of the 
Freeform surface, a software requested surface design 
SAG table is calculated. During the measurement, the 
probe automatically moves by following an optimised 
trajectory defined by the SAG table.

All the measurements were completed automatically in 
one cycle, without operator intervention. With using the 
mode of ‘Optimized tilt’ of Freeform measurement, the 
probe moves in an optimized trajectory to have minimal 
misalignment from ‘normal to the measurement surface’ 
and also reduce the measurement time. The lens mould 
surface form measurement was completed in about only 
4 minutes.

Figure 11 - The probe automatically moves by following 
an optimised trajectory defined by the SAG table

Figure 12 - Freeform mould measurement using LUPHOScan
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LUPHOScan results

Figure 13 - Mould 3D surface topography

Figure 15 - LUPHOScan measurement results. Analysis results 
using MNMT’s software utility, Tianjin University

Figure 14 - Surface form error

Figure 16 - UA3P measurement results

Results comparison

The surface cloud point measurement data was also exported and analysed by an evaluation software of MNMT, Tianjin 
University. This gives a similar result as LUPHOScan. The results are also compared to UA3P measurement data. All the 
results are correlated well.

Summary

LUPHOScan is a fast, non-destructive, precise and function flexible 3D non-contact metrology tool. The surface form 
error of an asymmetric Freeform surface mould and its absolute relationship to the mould mountings can be obtained 
automatically within only few minutes.

LUPHOScan systems can greatly help the lens mould manufacturer to improve the quality of contact lens mould in an 
efficient way.
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Further Application & Technical Notes

PGI MatrixPGI DimensionLuphoScan

Introduction
All Taylor Hobson instruments provide highly stable measurement platforms. This is the foundation for true 
characterisation of precision optics. Taylor Hobson has a long history in optics development and in providing 
metrology for the optics industry. We know the importance of ensuring highly reliable, repeatable and 
accurate measurement data across all instruments. To this end, we carry out extensive correlation studies on 
our products - just one example of which is shown below.
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LuphoScan, PGI Dimension, PGI Matrix

Contact and non-contact measurement 
correlation for optical components
James Porter, Applications Engineer

Technical note T159: Inter-product correlation study

Correlation study
LuphoScan measurements (Non-contact)
•	 A 3D scan of the part is created by moving in a spiral motion over the part.

•	 2D profiles are extracted and combined to create a 3D astigmatism plot for comparison.

PGI Dimension / PGI Matrix measurements (Contact)
•	 The sample is automatically aligned and a set of uniformally spaced radial measurements 

are taken. 
•	 Analysis is done to create a 3D astigmatism plot.

Figure 1: Schematic 
of tactile radial 
measurements

30°

The chosen part for the study 
was a convex part with the 
following characteristics:

•	 Clear aperture - 20 mm
•	 Max slope - 25°
•	 SAG - 2.3 mm
•	 Ls	filter	-	0.25	mm

•	 Base radius - 22.09198 mm
•	 Conic constant - -2.271309
•	 Curvature - Convex
•	 A2 - 0
•	 A4 - -1.93456E-05
•	 A4 - 1.73349E-08

2D view of aspheric part

Aspheric design of test sample
Abstract
LuphoSwap is an extension for LuphoScan 260 and 420 platforms that enables complete characterisation 
of the alignment of the two sides of a lens to each other. The tool comprises a sophisticated fixture, a 
calibrated reference ring and a software module (Interlignment module). 

After measuring the form of the first side and its positioning with respect to the reference ring, the 
operator turns over the ring together with the lens and the system automatically measures the second 
side with respect to the reference ring. Due to the absolute measurement capability of the employed 
probes, the results from both sides can be correlated to determine wedge and decentre errors of the 
two surfaces, their rotational orientation and the thickness of the lens under test.
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LuphoSwap

Precise determination of 
decentre error, wedge error 
and thickness of lenses in 
LuphoScan platforms
Dr. Marc Wendel, Senior LuphoScan Specialist
Dr. Gernot Berger, Business Development Manager

Technical Note T161: Determination of decentre error, wedge error and thickness of lenses

Technical note contents:

•	 Introduction - Page 2

•	LuphoSwap system components - Page 2

•	Measurement principle - Page 3

•	Mathematical description - Page 4

•	Accuracy and reproducibility - Page 4

•	 Influence of clamping - Page 5

•	Comparison to measurements in other 
systems - Page 7

•	Summary - Page 7

•	Specification - Page 8

Figure 1 - LuphoSwap system for LuphoScan 260 (incl. example lens)

Introduction

In the optical industry, form error is an important parameter for the quality control of optical lenses. 
With tolerances getting tighter, optical designers are becoming increasingly aware of the importance 
of specifying the slope error. 

Slope error is calculated as a subset of the form error, and measures its rate change, which may 
seriously degrade optical system performance, especially for systems with aspheric surfaces. 
The slopes resulting from midspatial (0.5 – 4 mm) frequency errors in subaperture polishing can 
devastate systems. Applying slope error specification to traditional form error analysis can be helpful 
for controlling the optical component’s quality, and therefore improve system performance.

LuphoScan, Form Talysurf® PGI Optics Range

Slope error analysis
Yang Yu, PhD Senior Applications Scientist

Technical Note T163: Slope error analysis - Optical surface

In this note, slope error analysis required by the optical industry are introduced. The specifications of slope 
error in Aspherics Analysis Utility (AAU) and LuphoSoft of Taylor Hobson (TH) software are explained. 

Specification of slope error (common method of optical industry)

The specification of slope error must contain at least the slope error and an integration length. 
Sampling length can also be included if needed (see figure 1.1). 

Slope error measurement is carried out as shown in figure 1.2 (Page 2). For a given horizontal length, 
the increase or decrease in form error at the end point relative to the start point is measured. The 
larger the slope angle is, the larger the slope error will be.

Slope error specification

Slope error Integration length Sampling length

Figure 1.1 - Slope error specification
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Introduction

Quality control of moulded optics is important for the moulding optical industry. Considering the 
large volumes produced, inspection of each individual lens is not always realistic due to the time, 
costs and difficulty involved in small lens measurements. However, lens moulding is a replicative 
process that allows the production of high precision optical components from glass/plastic without 
grinding and polishing. Therefore, it is possible to optimise the complete process chain by only 
inspecting selected lenses/moulds.

Due to the common types of aspheric lens moulds used in moulding optical industries, the software 
tool ‘Aspheric Lens Mould Design Correction’ has been developed to meet the expectations of 
various moulding optical industries. It gives a deeper understanding of the lens manufacturing process 
and efficiently controls the quality of optical lenses.

LuphoScan, Form Talysurf® PGI Optics Range

Aspheric lens mould 
design correction
Yang Yu, PhD Senior Applications Scientist

Technical Note T164: Aspheric lens mould design correction

This technical note introduces a newly developed software utility, known as ‘Aspheric Lens Mould Design 
Correction’. It is built for use in moulding optical industries for the new design of aspheric moulds using 
lens/mould surface measurements. It also contains other useful features for further understanding of the 
lens/mould manufacturing process.

Features of the software utility (see Fig. 1)
1. Analyse the mould/lens form error E1 (mould vs mould design) and E3 (lens vs mould design).

2. Calculate the developed form error from the mould to the moulded lens (Error difference E2).

3. Get the corrected design of the mould from the test data of the mould/lens.

4. Decomposing the residual (form) error to symmetrical or/and asymmetrical error components to further 
understand the developed error from the manufacturing process of mould/lens making in more detail.
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T159 - Contact and non-contact measurement
correlation for optical components

T161 -  Precise determination of decentre error, wedge error
and thickness of lenses in LUPHOScan platforms

T164 -  Aspheric lens mould design 
correction

T163 -  Slope error analysis - Optical surface

Introduction
The manufacture of micro-optic lenses for the mobile phone industry continues to grow with the increased use 
of smartphones. The mass production of micro-optic lenses has become easier than ever, particularly since the 
introduction of molding techniques for glass lenses and injection molding methods for the popular plastic lens.  

The ease in making aspheric and other structured lenses makes automated production of these lenses possible, and 
significantly reduces the lens production time.  In addition, to the use of plastic injection or glass molding techniques, 
advanced coating technology has greatly reduced mass production costs.
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LuphoScan (3D non-contact)

Fast and highly accurate 
metrology tool for smart phone 

lens mold characterization     
Yang Yu, PhD Senior Applications Scientist, 

Gernot Berger, PhD Business Development Manager 

Application note A150: Smart phone lens mold

Manufacturing process flow for micro plastic lenses

Lens Design

Package

Mold Design

Quality control

Mold Making

Measurement

Injection

Coating

A150 -  Fast and highly accurate metrology tool 
for smart phone lens mold characterization
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